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Similar comments were made by the debate what the government shouid be doing
minister at other times. I do not need to about the breadth of international waters.
read them but shall merely make passing That is another issue. The hon. member
reference to them. They are contained in recognîzes that the matter before the house
Hansard of January 29 of this year and July is a narrow one. I hope we shah fot turn
11, 1961, during the last session, when the this discussion into a debate as to what
minister said substantially the same sort of should be the course of the government in
thing. He said that the matter was being these international negotiations but rather
considered and actively pursued but that it that we can keep it confined to the question
would not be wise, beneficial or proper to of whether the documents exist, if yau wlll,
disclose what those negotiations were ail or whether they should be produced.
about.

I can accept the suggestion that such mightaccept
be the case in this or any other such I Your Honour's suggestion. I a sure you will
ben therasind thi or any ot mter con appreciate the fact that as tis is the first
can understand that it might not be con-of this type as a resut of the pro-
sidered to be judicious at one particular visional rules, it is perhaps fairly easy to
moment to disclose the contents of the dis- wander a bit afield from the normal practice.
cussions or the negotiations which are taking I say that it is vitally important that the
place between Canada and other countries. house and the country know what the gav-
But nowhere in any of the statements of the ernment is doing. That is why these docu-
Secretary of State for External Affairs is ments incuding telegrams, letters and Sa on,
there any indication that any negotiations if there are any in existence, should be
are taking place. Nowhere does he say that tabled, namely in order that parliament at
negotiations are taking place. Nowhere does îeast and the country as a whale will have
he use the word "negotiations". He refers knawledge of what is taking place and sa
merely to developments, to consideration of that this matter may nat be shrauded, as I
the matter and to the pursuing of it by indicated earlier, in that extreme degree of
Canada, thus leaving the impression that super secrecy that surrounds so many mat-
negotiations are and have been taking place; ters in which the goveroment is or is not
but nowhere does he actually say so. engaging.

I submit that what has happened here is
that no negotiations have been taking place, Hon. Gordon Churchill (Minis±er of
that no discussions between Canada and other Veierans Affairs): You have already, Mr.
countries have been taking place specifically Speaker, dealt with one point that I had
at the initiation of this government, and intended ta raise, namely the irrelevancy of
that the real reason why the minister says the hon. member for Skeena in deahng with
he cannot disclose this information is hidden the question of whether or fot negotiations
in the fact that he makes no comment what- are taking place. His sole request here is for
soever about negotiations and about whether the production of papers. The rules provide
or not they are taking place. I submit that for this type of request or motion in order
the real reason is that there are no documents that people engaged in public affairs may
to be tabled or to be flled and that this is have, when if is passible for them ta do so,
just another indication of the super secrecy the documents which relate ta those public
in which the government operates when in
effect it has been caught with its pants down affairs. However, in this particular instance
on a vitally important issue such as this I would draw your attention ta what is being
one. I submit that if we are given an indica- asked for. The motion, which I shah nat
tion that negotiations are taking place, if this read, is asking for a copy of ail correspond-
commitment can be made,- ence, telegrams, and other documents ex-

Mr. Speaker: Order. Before the hon. mem- changed between the gavernment or any
ber proceeds further with that line of argu- agency, department, or brandi thereof, and
ment I think I should say to him that my any other government since April 1, 1960,
view of the scope of the motion is that it is relating ta the particular tapie under discus-
limited to the desirability of the production sion. May I indicate ta you, Mr. Speaker,
of the documents. The motion is one calling what was said by the Secretary of State far
on the government to produce the documents External Affairs (Mr. Green), in the answer
referred to in the motion. The question in he gave on Fcbruary 7, 1962, with regard ta
issue is whether or not they should be pro- this proposai. As found at page 631 of
duced. Production of them has been objected Hansard he stated as follows:
to. It would be relevant to debate whether
orohere is very good reason why we cannot comply

or nt te grund of bjetionwer suficintwith this request. It is important that nothing be
but in my view if would not be relevant to said or done which might prejudice the sigmficance

[Mr. Howard.]


